
All About the Mustache!



This presentation was created in the spirit of “Mo-vember” 

Movember has been growing in popularity over the past 

several years. 

During the month of November, men grow mustaches and 

collect donations to contribute towards men’s health 

charities.

- Mustaches + November = Mo-vember

The following slides tip our hats to some interesting 

mustache styles and persons famous for their mustaches. 

Have some fun with it. 



All About the Mustache!









Mustache Facts



“Mo” Mustache Fun “Facts”



“Mo” Mustache Facts



“Mo” Mustache Facts



“Mo” Mustache Facts



Mustache Styles 

A thick and wide mustache, 

usually worn long to cover the 

top border of the upper lip. 



Mustache Styles



Mustache Styles

A mustache that begins on the upper lip and whose whiskers are 

grown very long to extend down each side of the mouth down to 

the to jaw. The areas just past the corners of the mouth are 

shaven, thus differentiating this style from the “horseshoe”



A handlebar mustache can be worn large or small 

(“petit handlebar”); it is characterized by the fact 

that it is bushy and must be worn long enough to 

curl the ends upward, which is usually achieved with 

styling wax.



A thick mustache covering the width of 

the mouth, usually worn short, with 

slightly rounded corners.



A thin, narrow, closely clipped mustache that 

outlines the upper lip. Pencil style mustaches can be 

trimmed in different manners (see below). Also 

sometimes called a “mouthbrow.”



A large, bushy, droopy mustache 

that hangs down over the lips, 

often entirely covering the mouth.



A thick mustache, shaved to be 

about an inch wide in the center.



Famous Mustache Match



Famous People & Their Mustaches

Print this list, if 
necessary, to have to 
refer to when looking at 
the pictures on the next 
slide



Who Wore it Best?



Famous Mustaches: Answer Key 



The End!



Find Us On The Web

http://www.mccormickcaregroup.ca/caregiverscorner
https://www.facebook.com/mccormickdementiaservices/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVilKIFCE43MygJ6JcmcqVw?view_as=subscriber

